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Appendix
The aim of our work is to investigate the complex
psycho-emotional landscape hidden behind social media
posts, and to lay the groundwork for the research in this domain. Such research can foster the development of systems
to identify harmful posts and to reduce social media abuse
and misinformation. In our work we proposed to explore
human intent understanding by introducing a new image
dataset along with a new annotation process. We conduct an
extensive analysis on the relationship between content and
intent. We also presented a framework with two complementary modules for the task. In the supplemental material,
we provide the following items that shed further insight on
these contributions:
• Details for reproduce our results (A);
• An extended discussion of hashtag experiments (B);
• Information about data collection process (C);
• Intentonomy data analysis (D);
• A datasheet for our motive taxonomy (E);
• Additional related work (F) and other questions regarding our work (G).

A. Experiment Details
A.1. Experimental setup
Training details To extract visual information, we use a
ResNet50 [19] model which is pretrained on ImageNet [8])
as the backbone of our framework. We use Pytorch [35]
to implement and train all the models on a single NVIDIA
V100 GPU. We adopt standard image augmentation strategy during the training(randomly resize crop to 224 × 224,
horizontal flip). We use stochastic gradient descent with
0.9 momentum with batch size as 128. The learning rate
is warmed up linearly from 0 to base learning rate (1e−3
for image only models, 5e−4 for the rest) during the first

five epochs. Since the dataset is not balanced, we follow [30, 7] to stabilize the training processing by initializing the the bias for the last linear classification layer with
b = − log ((1 − π) /π), where the prior probability π is set
to 0.01.
Localization loss For the Lloc , we conducted grid search
for λ with the range {0.5, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001}. We set λ = 0.1
in the end, which is also consistent with the parameter used
in previous work [40].
Hashtags To obtain hashtags, we index the Unsplash photos using KNN [23], and retrieved a total of 661,505 Instagram images with associated hashtags. We experiment with
a range of k for the nearest neighbor search: further details
are shown in Sec. B and D. We also compare four different word embeddings [4, 37, 6, 11], which all utilize wiki
data for pretraining. The hashtag features are followed by a
2 layer MLP [1024, 2048], with a ReLU activation using a
dropout of 0.25, before concatenated with image feature.
Intent vs. content study To obtain M ask O (I), we use a
pretrained mask-RCNN (X101 32x8d FPN 3x) model1 [18]
trained on COCO dataset [31] to obtain objects’ segmentation masks with a threshold of 0.6. Multiple objects are
merged together. M ask C (I) is defined as the pixel area
in an image I that does not belong to M ask O (I). A
ResNet50 [19] model, pretrained on ImageNet [8] and finetuned on each variation of the dataset. All images are resized to longest side of 1280 before processing.
To analyze the relations between content disruption levels and intent recognition scores, we fit a line αX +
β = y F 1 , and define the correlation ρ(X, y F 1 ) ∈
{positive, neutral, negative} based on the normalized slope
values (ᾱ = α/|X| × 10). The value of ᾱ and ρ(X, y F 1 )
are used to group intent classes as described in Sec. A.2.
To investigate the relationship between intent and specific thing and stuff classes, we use a pretrained panoptic
FPN segmentation model [27] trained on COCO panoptic
dataset and obtain masks for both thing and stuff classes
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Frequency

Definition

O-classes
C-classes
Others

7| 24.9%
2| 11.1%
19 | 64.0%

ᾱO > ᾱC , ρC 6= positive
ᾱO < ᾱC , ρO 6= positive
o.w.

Easy
Medium
Hard

3|23.8%
15| 51.6%
10| 24.6%

D≤5
D ∈ (5, 15]
D > 15

Table 1. Intent classes categorization. We propose to group 28
classes based on two criteria and report the definition, frequency
(in the forms of [number of classes | training image percentage]).
See text for definition of D.
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Figure 1. Effect of k for HT features on val set. In general, F1
score peaks at k = 150, k ∈ {25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250}. Y-axis
is in log scale.

Macro F1

WordBreak

Embeddings

All

Hard

X
X
X
X

fastText [4]
BERT [11]
fastText [4]
GloVe [37]
static BERT [6]

19.92 ± 0.86
6.58 ± 0.13
20.04 ± 0.53
21.37 ± 0.19
18.97 ± 0.23

6.47 ± 0.93
0.0 ± 0.0
6.63 ± 1.45
6.64 ± 0.83
7.47 ± 0.86

Table 2. Model performance with HT feature only on val set.
Static BERT with our proposed WordBreak method gives best result.

in the images (with a threshold of τp = 0.7, p with area
less than 10% of the whole image are ignored). The CAM
heatmaps are averaged over all five trained model results
with τcam = 0.4. All images are resized to longest side of
1280 before processing.

A.2. Identifying intent classes
To quantify and analyze the experimental results, we
group 28 classes into subsets based on two different criteria,
i.e., content and difficulty. Table 1 shows a summary.
By content Intent categories are grouped into objectdependent (O-classes), context-dependent (C-classes), and
Others which depends on both foreground and background
information.
By difficulty Based on random guessing and standard classification results using full content information, we categorize classes based on how far the CNN model achieves
than the random results. Formally, given a random guessing score r and model result s for a class m, the information
gain is defined as D(m) = rlog(s/r). D(m) takes both the
value of r and the relative gain from s to r into considerations. The larger D is, the easier the class m is for a standard
CNN model to learn.

B. Additional Hashtags Results
Separating hashtags benefits hard classes In Table. 2, we
report performance using HT only and compare different
hashtag representation methods. Hashtags, despite not constituting a natural language, are compact by definition. We

observe that separating hashtags into phrases outperforms
subword-level embedding for the whole hashtag. FastText
embedding [4] utilizes sub-word information and usually
works well with rare words. Yet separating hashtags is able
to achieve a 15.5% gain on hard classes, and 7% on overall
macro F1 score. We use static-BERT [6] for all the other
experiments since improving hard classes is the reason why
we propose using multiple modalities. Note that BERT [11]
yields results comparable to random guessing. A possible
reason is that the average token length for a hashtag is 4.7
(std = 3.5), which suggests a low level of contextual information within any given hashtag.
Hashtags from k nearest neighbours How does the noise
in collected Instagram hashtags impact classification results? We collect hashtags by fetching pixel-level similar
Instagram posts using KNN. Thus the collected hashtags
are less and less relevant to the image, as k increases. As
pointed out by [32, 33, 21] and mentioned above, hashtags
are prone to noise: one may include irrelevant hashtags for
the post (e.g. #likesforlikes, #igers). We study
the performance of resulting hashtag features by varying the
number of top nearest neighbors for each sample i. Fig. 1
shows that F1 score for “hard” and “easy” classes peak at
k = 150. “Medium” classes are less sensitive to the value
of k and peak at 100. We use k = 150 for all the other
experiments.

C. Dataset Creation Details
Given the inherent abstract nature of intent understanding, one challenge we are facing is that how to collect reasonable labels in an effective manner. A standard annotation
process for image classification task is to ask qualified annotators to select from a list of labels given one image. Annotators become qualified after a series training sessions for
the label information [22].This approach would have been
time-consuming and highly dependent on the expertise of
our annotators. We instead adopt a game with a purpose
approach to keep annotators engaged and let them focus on
the “swapabilities” of image pairs regarding the intent. We

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Annotation interface. We present a story to the workers to put them into the mindset of the imagined user who want to post the
image presented. (a) Main annotation page, with probe image and 2 × 2 image grid displayed side-by-side. (b) Collapsible instruction on
the top of the interface.

use relative similarity comparison in batch using grid format following [48]. The annotation task is to select all the
images in the gird that clearly have a different intent than
the reference image on the left. Note that the resulting labels represent the perceived intent: the viewer’s opinion of
the intent of the image. This section provide more details
on the dataset acquisition process.

C.1. Annotation interface
As noted in [43], games with a purpose annotation approach, like the ESP Game [45], reCAPTCHA [46] and
BubbleBank [9], require some artistry to design tools that
keep user engaged. Keeping this principle in mind, we design an interface 2 that displays a probe image and a 2 × 2
images grid side by side. Amazon Mechanical Turk workers are asked to select all the images in the gird that clearly
have a different motive than the reference image on the left.
A welcome splash page is shown at the beginning of each
annotation task, to briefly introduce or remind the annotators.
Fig. 2 shows the main annotation interface. There is a
collapsible section on top of the interface that display instructions. Images inside the grid are sorted dynamically according to the height-to-width ratios, so the interface looks
nicer (inspired by [3]). The probe image on the left is always kept shown on the screen throughout scrolling up and
down the page.
Since human motives are inherently abstract to under2 Interface is modified based on simpleamt, which use Jinja2 as backend. UI design was adapted from Snapshot by TEMPLATED, templated.co
@templatedco.

stand, we provide a narrative, which is shown below, for
the annotators so they could focus on the swapability of images. The narrative presents a story for the workers, which
bring them to the scenario of the imagined user who want to
post the image presented on the left. We also provided example selections inside the collapsible instructions and the
welcome splash page (see Fig. 2(b)).
Annotation narratives: Suppose you took a photo that
you’d like to share on Instagram, but for various reasons (e.g., privacy or licensing concerns), you’re not
allowed to post it. You had a certain intent or motivation in mind when taking the photo that you wanted
to express by posting it. Now suppose that, instead of
posting nothing, you have the opportunity to post an alternative photo that expresses as similar intent as possible. The following tasks capture this idea, and allow
you to express your opinion on which photos could be
good substitutes in this respect.

We used 4 images per grid, 12 grids per HITs, including
1 catch trials. We only use annotation results that pass the
catch trials. In order to get a richer similarity representations, and to examine the quality of the annotators, we also
use 3 annotators for the same HIT.
Annotators’ feedbacks of our interface and general annotation system include: “I’ve been enjoying doing these
hits”, “I enjoy these tasks, so I would like to keep doing them”, “I truly enjoy these hits and always appreciate
the feedback!” “I hope to see more from you guys soon i
love doing these!” “Thanks for Your HITs, i really enjoyed
working on them and i hope i did good.” “I enjoy the HITs
and am glad to be able to contribute.”

Keywords

# Instagram post

# Unsplash
# photos sampled

“people”
“travel”
“happy”
“business”

39,174,751
479,354,358
564,642,361
60,129,975

8,000
4,500
5,500
2,000

Table 3. Keywords and hashtags mapping

C.2. Images selection
Candidate images Our goal is to fetch photos from Unsplash, that is similar to images uploaded to social medias
like Instagram. All the images are visually and aesthetically pleasing content generated by users. Each photo of
Unsplash has a list of associated keywords, produced by
an online deep-learning based API. We use these keywords
to query photos from Unsplash. Criterias for the chosen
keywords are: 1) it should be reasonable and possible to
appear in Instagram; 2) it should cover a wide range of scenarios in everyday life. With such requirement in mind, we
chose four keywords by browsing Unsplash website and using common sense: “people”, “travel / vacation”, “happy”,
and “business”, which were selected according to the popular hashtags on Instagram. Table 3 summarizes the keywords and related number of public instagram posts as of
2020/3/20. A total of 20, 000 images were fetched using
these four keywords. During annotation process, our annotators found that around 5K images do not have any intent
labels, so we discard those in the analysis and experiments.
Probe images We carefully chose probe images that cover
a reasonably large range of scenes and objects [13], including both cluttered and relative uniform scenes, and diverse
range of objects, colors, textures and shapes. In order to reduce possible ambiguity during annotations, the probe image also uniquely represents one human motive only. The
probe image are manually inspected by all the authors.

C.3. Annotators management
To ensure quality, we restrict access to MTurks who pass
our qualification task. And we constantly check the performance and send feedback to MTurks. After first 100 annotation tasks (HIT) we launched at MTurk, we limit the
annotation task to the top annotators
Each annotator needs to take a qualification test in order to get access to our annotation task. The purposes of
qualification test are two folds: firstly, to help us to select
qualified workers who understand that we are annotating
motives; secondly, to help workers get familiar with our designed narratives in the annotation. A total of four questions
are presented to the potential annotators. Aside from the requirement of having an Instagram account, we provide three

questions that serve as an introductory training and qualification task. Three image triplets (a probe image, and two
substitute options) were carefully curated, and each triplet
was presented as three images side by side. We specifically
selected images that either has similar content but different
motives with the probe image, or similar motive but different motives.
Periodically, we check the annotation progress and send
messages to workers to inform how many catch trials they
failed. We received positive responses from annotators
about such feedback system. One annotator commented
that “It’s always nice when workers receive feedback from
requesters on MTurk about the quality of the work being
done, and it was reassuring to receive emails (even if they
were more-or-less automated) from your team to let me
know I was doing well.”

C.4. Annotation methods comparison
Instead of selecting from a list motive labels given each
image, we adopted image comparison approach, using “unsatisfactory substitutes” and mental imagery. The average
annotation time for one annotation task is 20.60 (±9.65)
minutes. Each annotation task contains 48 images. Therefore, the annotators spend 25.75 second per image on average.
To compare two annotation approaches, two authors of
this study annotated 57 random sampled images from our
dataset using standard image tagging annotation method
(82.2 second) per image. Our image comparison method
using “unsatisfactory substitutes” requires less annotation
time per image.

C.5. Human-in-the-loop
We adopted a hybrid human-in-the-loop strategy to incrementally learn a motive classifier in the annotation process. Starting from a set of randomly selected images, the
dataset is enlarged by an iterative process that utilizes a
trained classifier to recommend relevant images to annotators. At each iteration and for each motive label, we train a
deep learning classifier using 90% of the labeled data. 10%
of the held-out data is always added to the test set. The
trained classifier is applied to the rest of unlabeled data, and
images with a score larger than 0.35 are sent back to annotators for verification. We applied this method until there
is no positive image left in the unlabeled set for each label.
See Fig. 3 for examples of our dataset images.

C.6. Inter annotator agreement
As explained in the main text, each image was inspected
by three annotators. We use Fleiss’ kappa score [14] to
measure inter annotator agreements per annotation task.
The average score is 59.84%, indicating “moderate” agreement [17]. The inter-annotator agreement score demon-
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Definite yes (3/3)

Possible yes (2/3)

Possible no (1/3)

beat and compete

enjoy life

manageable,
making plans

natural beauty

things in order

Figure 3. Sample motive labels, and images that are respectively marked as definite yes (3 out of 3 annotators agree), possible yes (2 out of
3 agree), and possible no (1 out of 3 agree). Images that belong to “definite yes” and “possible yes” can have completely different objects,
scenes. This further illustrate the high intra-class variance nature of intent classification.
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Figure 4. Training data distribution. Class names ends with “*” are abbreviated.

Hard

Intent classes

Top hashtags

Attractive

#portrait #fashionblogger
#womenempowerment #makeup

SocialLife
Friendship

#family #sun #sea #beach

NaturalBeauty

#mountains #landscape
#sunrise #sunset #naturelovers

Playful

#travel #guitar #lifestyle
#puppy #livemusic

Happy

#smile #newbornphotography
#mood #headshot #vibes

WorkILike

#entrepreneur #smallbusiness
#motivation #marketing

Table 4. Common hashtags for six intent classes.
Dataset

Intent type

# Intent classes

# Images

MDID [29]
Intentonomy

Textual
Visual

8
28

1299
14455

Table 5. Comparison with prior work.

strates the complexity of the annotation task, and the inherently abstract nature of human intent understanding.

C.7. Test set annotation
We ask one author, as chief executive to annotate the
validation and test set. The annotation process took three
weeks. We found that there are more images per label in the
resulting annotation, comparing to the MTurk result. This
further demonstrate the MTurks are able to identify correct
motive labels using our game with a purpose approach. Yet
in general MTurks tend to miss some of the labels.

D. Dataset Analysis
In this section, we analyze the properties of the dataset
in more detail, and examine the inter-annotator agreement.
Dataset statistics Fig. 4 shows the label distribution of
whole training data, over 28 classes, 9 super categories,
3 content classes, and 3 difficulty classes. It shows there
is class imbalance in our dataset, which is the property of
datasets in the real world [42].
Hashtags We also fetched hashtags from Instagram, with
the hope of further capturing the semantics of human intents. In total, we fetched 1,700,915 unique hashtags. Each
Unsplash photo has an average of 457.6 (±317.512) hashtags. As noted in [44], hashtags serve as a medium of selfexpression that not limited to objective descriptions of image content. Table 4 lists a collections of top hashtags for
selected intent classes
Lexical statistics We fetch the accompanying text description with the images found on the website. These descrip-

tions are generated by a deep-learning based API and verified by human. We report the lexical (word-level) statistic of the dataset. Specifically, the top words occurred in
the descriptions of validation images are presented. Table 6
shows top 10 frequent non-stopping words per class, shedding light on the properties of the images. Although the descriptions can be heavily biased, Table 6 illustrates that, as
they should, the occurrences of image objects and properties
are relatively balanced across all the classes, indicating that
most of the frequent words are not necessarily directly predictive of the intent label. However, we do admit that there
are exceptions. Certain words can be correlated to certain
human intents. For example, “face” occurs frequently in
the class “CreativeUnique”. “Smiling” is one of the top 10
frequent words in “Playful”, “Happy”, and “InspirOthrs”.
Note that there are 985 “man” and 1714 “woman” in total in the test set, indicating the existence of gender bias in
our dataset, which is a common issue in nowadays machine
learning systems [5, 16, 10, 15, 38]. “Woman” occurs 74%
more than “man”. We observe that female gender word tend
to associates with classes like “attractive”, “happy”. “enjoy
life”. Male gender, on the other hand, associates with “exciting life”, “health”, “beat and compete”. As pointed out
in [16], such gender-specific associations, even with subjectively positive words such as the intent labels presented, are
benevolent sexism. We would like to raise the awareness of
such phenomenon. Any machine learning down-streaming
tasks should always apply fairness into consideration during
algorithm development.

E. Intent Taxonomy
Table 7 lists the detailed taxonomy and explanation
for each intent class. Note that there are similarities between emotions and motives. For example, the category
”happy/joy” appears in both emotion recognition [36, 28,
20, 47] and intent recognition [24]. Indeed, the common
Latin root word of “emotion” and “motivation” is “movere”
(to move) [39]. Young [50] argues both emotion and motivation influence human behavior, and that emotion arises
from the interplay (e.g. conflict, frustration, satisfaction) of
motives. Emotions can also be viewed as a reward or punishment for a specific motivated behavior [41].

F. Additional Related Work
Comparison with prior work Table 5 summarizes the differences between Intentonomy and prior work that focuses
on social media intent. Other discussions can be found in
the main text .
Subjective attributes Recently, there are some progress in
building datasets describing the subjective perspective of
images [1]. For example, [51] studies visual commonsense

Class

Top words

Attractive

woman (257), wearing (100), white (56), standing (55), black (52),
photography (41), man (37), near (36), top (35), holding (33)
man (48), person (29), woman (25), daytime (24), black (21),
white (21), holding (16), photography (14), standing (14), riding (13)
woman (29), black (16), sitting (13), photography (13), person (11),
brown (10), holding (10), man (10), white (10), two (9)
woman (36), man (20), holding (16), person (14), photography (14),
white (14), face (12), black (12), green (11), blue (11)
man (62), person (57), woman (55), daytime (51), standing (42),
white (39), photography (36), near (34), wearing (29), gray (27)
woman (51), white (20), person (18), daytime (18), sitting (18),
photography (17), man (14), standing (13), near (13), wearing (12)
woman (86), daytime (45), standing (35), near (35), person (34),
man (33), holding (30), sitting (30), white (29), water (28)
photography (54), white (47), building (46), woman (43), daytime (41),
near (39), photo (36), concrete (32), people (30), brown (27)
woman (61), person (40), daytime (40), man (39), white (38),
black (31), holding (29), photography (29), standing (28), near (28)
woman (89), man (47), wearing (37), standing (37), daytime (29),
holding (27), white (26), black (25), near (24), photography (23)
woman (71), man (42), wearing (37), daytime (33), white (32),
holding (28), black (27), near (26), standing (26), photography (23)
woman (94), wearing (48), standing (28), man (27), smiling (23),
black (20), shirt (17), white (16), brown (14), photography (13)
macbook (14), person (13), book (10), holding (9), woman (8),
white (8), man (7), brown (7), using (6), sitting (6)
woman (94), standing (62), man (52), person (50), near (47),
daytime (43), white (33), sitting (33), photo (30), photography (30)
man (44), woman (32), person (20), daytime (18), people (18),
white (17), photography (16), body (15), near (15), water (15)
woman (97), man (68), wearing (36), standing (35), near (34),
daytime (33), white (29), person (28), photography (28), sitting (26)
woman (53), white (45), man (36), standing (33), person (32),
photography (28), near (26), black (26), daytime (25), brown (24)
man (11), person (9), standing (8), holding (7), woman (7),
black (5), stage (5), playing (4), wearing (3), smiling (3)
white (37), black (28), person (22), near (20), woman (20),
brown (15), photo (15), holding (13), book (13), macbook (12)
woman (107), standing (98), man (96), daytime (76), mountain (72),
near (65), person (64), photography (64), water (57), white (56)
woman (27), wearing (17), man (16), white (15), standing (13),
black (13), daytime (12), near (12), photography (12), brown (11)
woman (69), wearing (29), man (26), black (23), holding (19),
white (16), smiling (14), standing (14), near (14), daytime (13)
people (16), man (10), person (8), group (8), holding (7),
woman (7), black (7), smartphone (5), focus (4), photography (4)
woman (46), photography (22), wearing (22), man (20), black (20),
person (16), standing (16), people (15), daytime (15), sitting (14)
woman (43), man (31), black (24), white (23), wearing (22),
standing (18), photo (13), person (13), holding (12), near (11)
woman (50), man (37), person (23), white (22), black (21),
photography (21), near (21), wearing (21), standing (19), daytime (18)
white (25), woman (23), brown (19), black (19), standing (18),
man (18), top (15), person (12), near (12), daytime (12)
woman (49), man (34), person (25), black (21), wearing (20),
sitting (18), near (18), holding (18), daytime (18), white (15)

BeatCompete
Communicate
CreativeUnique
CuriousAdventurousExcitingLife
EasyLife
EnjoyLife
FineDesignLearnArt-Arch
FineDesignLearnArt-Art
FineDesignLearnArt-Culture
GoodParentEmoCloseChild
Happy
HardWorking
Harmony
Health
InLove
InLoveAnimal
InspirOthrs
ManagableMakePlan
NatBeauty
PassionAbSmthing
Playful
ShareFeelings
SocialLifeFriendship
SuccInOccupHavGdJob
TchOthrs
ThngsInOrdr
WorkILike

Table 6. Lexical statistics of the image descriptions in the validation set. Top 10 most frequent non-stopping words per class. The numbers
next to each word is the count within that specific class

Class

Descriptions

Attractive
BeatCompete

Being good looking, attractive.
Beat people in a competition.

Communicate

To communicate or express myself.

CreativeUnique

Being creative (e.g., artistically, scientifically, intellectually). Being unique or different.

CuriousAdventurousExcitingLife

Exploration - Being curious and adventurous. Having an exciting, stimulating life.

EasyLife

Having an easy and comfortable life.

EnjoyLife

Enjoying life

FineDesignLearnArt-Arch

Appreciating fine design (man-made wonders like architectures)

FineDesignLearnArt-Art

Appreciating fine design (artwork)

FineDesignLearnArt-Culture

Appreciating other cultures

GoodParentEmoCloseChild

Being a good parent (teaching, transmitting values). Being emotionally close to my children.

Happy

Being happy and content. Feeling satisfied with one’s life.
Feeling good about myself.

HardWorking

Being ambitious, hard-working.

Harmony

Achieving harmony and oneness (with self and the universe).

Health

Being physically active, fit, healthy, e.g. maintaining a healthy weight, eating nutritious foods.
To be physically able to do my daily/routine activities. Having athletic ability.

InLove

Being in love.

InLoveAnimal

Being in love with animal

InspirOthers

Inspiring others, Influencing, persuading others.

ManagableMakePlan

To keep things manageable. To make plans

NatBeauty

Experiencing natural beauty.

PassionAbSmthing

Being really passionate about something.

Playful

Being playful, carefree, lighthearted.

ShareFeelings

Sharing my feelings with others.

SocialLifeFriendship

Being part of a social group. Having people to do things with.
Having close friends, others to rely on. Making friends, drawing others near.

SuccInOccupHavGdJob

Being successful in my occupation. Having a good job.

TeachOthers

Teaching others.

ThngsInOrdr

Keeping things in order (my desk, office, house, etc.).

WorkILike

Having work I really like.
Table 7. The taxonomy for our Intentonomy dataset.

reasoning, requiring computational model to answer challenging questions about an image and provide a rationale
justification. Some prior work studies visual rhetoric from
different perspectives: 1) protest activity from social media
images [49]; 2) memorability [26]; 3) personality [34]; 4)
evoked emotions and sentiment [36, 28, 20, 2, 25, 47]. Our
work focuses on the perceived intent recognition, which is
another psychological feature 3 .

3 The definition of “motives” according to Merriam Webster [12] is that
something (such as a need or desire) that causes a person to act.

G. Other Concerns and Thoughts

Comparison with human performance A proper human
experiment involves careful experimental design accounting for variables including demographic information, life
experience, and cultural background. At present, such an
effort is out of the scope of our study. We believe, however,
that our project provides a starting point for future studies
with human subjects.
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